Who is JUNAPACK?
JUNAPACK Technology:

Next generation intermittent rotary fill-seal pre-made pouch machine with new value added features that deliver improved
performance to the end user. The captured cam drive system allows for smoother operation at higher speeds as well as savings with
lower maintenance. The patented “no jam” pouch feeder reliably delivers the pouches in correct upright position to the pouch grippers.
The cylindrical gripper design has inherent strength and encases and protects the gripper inside for a more sanitary design and easier
to clean machine. The gripper springs are protected from product spill and cleaning chemicals, giving them a longer life reducing
maintenance costs and reducing the risk of a spring breaking and falling into the pouch. The mechanical linear actuators that open
and close the grippers are designed to exert less stress on the gripper group and extend the life of the gripper mechanisms. Final
sealing of the pouch is made via a mechanical cam drive motion that will apply consistent pressure and produce quality top seals.

North America:

• JUNAPACK is the distributor for JUPACK (Korea) in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
• Located in De Pere, Wisconsin (suburb of Green Bay) with the co-owned businesses of Circle Packaging Machinery, Inc.,
(multi-lane 4-sided seal sachet machines) Campbell Wrapper Corporation, (Campbell flow-wrappers and Parsons-Eagle net
weigh scales, vertical form-fill seal and pre-made bag filling systems) and Effytec USA (horizontal form-fill-seal pouch machines).
• Key focus on customer support with access to a large team of service technicians within our De Pere, WI group.
There is a spare parts inventory and available machine shop for parts fabrication.

Contacts:

New Equipment Sales (USA, Canada, Mexico):
Roger Stainton, President of JUNAPACK
(941) 302-0587
roger.stainton@junapack.com
Parts & Service:
Sheena Peters, Customer Support Representative
(920) 983-7323
sheena.peters@junapack.com
Other Key Contacts:
John Dykema, Owner of JUNAPACK (also owner/President of Campbell
Wrapper Corp. and Circle Packaging Machinery, Inc., and owner of Effytec USA)
(920) 983-7309
john.dykema@junapack.com
Simon Kim, Technical Sales Manager, JUPACK
simon@jupack.co.kr

www.junapack.com

